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Dressed in hand-me-downs, their bare feet cheerfully tripped opponents in the 

hectic scrimmage, the small black-haired heads were oblivious to all but the 

ball. Generations of feet had polished the earthen surface in innocent joy, 

interrupted only by nightfall or meals. The teams interchangeable and 

numbers varying as boys joined or left depending on their morning or 

afternoon school slot. Nothing mattered, nothing existed, but the ball, the 

makeshift goal posts, and the need to shoot between.  

 

It was common enough that the child died. A brief pause marked it, and then 

the trucks continued on the busy dirt road separating the playground from the 

village. At one moment there was a boy running to the touchline, and then 

stunned silence filled the ears before the understanding of loss and private 

grief. As if connected, the call to prayer rose in the evening dusk, perhaps 

offering solace to the living and promise of life hereafter.  

 

 

Not 24 hours later, cars and trucks in their daily homeward queue crane to 

see the ferry arrive. The motorbikes weave around the lines of tired men in 

dark jackets; grey faces in practical clothes. Women billow through in 

voluminous folds of dark dress, clutching half-filled bags, hemlines sweeping 

the dirty street. Laughing school children in white shirts run by, newly released 

from their books. They eagerly besiege the felafel maker; the hot green 

morsels flying off the frying pan into grateful mouths. A skinny horse, still 

hooked to a cart, eats hay while the owner sits beside, affably drinking hot 

sweet tea with a friend. And I think: life’s joyousness is a most tenuous and 

fragile of things, how important these pauses in the numbing struggle of life. 

 

At last, the car cautiously negotiates the uneven welded ramps onto the boat. 

Ahead a donkey, its thin buttocks straining to pull the cart. Our car stops with 

others in the ferry’s belly – the motorbikes lean arrogantly in the prow to our 

left. The gangplank rises like a wing; the riverboat churns the muddy Nile and 

charges upstream into the fast current scurrying north to the Mediterranean.  
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We, the cargo, float serenely sideways in the glow of the setting sun as the 

huge orange orb lowers gracefully below the palm trees on the West bank. 

Quiet lingering beauty: rare peace. A fisherman casts his net mid-stream, 

diamonds of water catching the light. A breeze scatters the weight of dust, 

faces drink the last light beams. Small conversations pool here and there, 

cigarettes contently glowing. A felucca sweeps passed with mast raked 

forward running south against the current, lateen sail filled.  

 

The ferry eases at the calm shallow waters of the West bank and we drift 

downstream towards the jetty. A purple gallinule, distinctive with its large red 

beak and long orange legs, peeps out from the reeds. Above us a pair of pied 

kingfisher hover, wings frantically beating, their beaks sharply raked down 

searching for fish. The ancient ferry, the cars, the motorbikes seem to fade 

away. And I think: how fitting this crossing for Adil, a journey made since 

Pharoanic times for a soul recently departed. 

 

The call to evening prayer rises, echoing between the Mosques on East and 

West banks. Another day ending. Religion and tradition still performing the 

same function over the millennia, though the religion, words and delivery are 

different.  Does the thread bind and support or does the thread bind and 

imprison? 

 

A shout from ferry to jetty and ropes are thrown to waiting hands. Impatiently, 

with gangplank barely lowered, the motorbikes seize the space, flow round 

the donkey, and roar through the quayside market and the village beyond.  

 

Our car is wider. We edge through the tight market of busy shoppers, mouths 

chattering. Bright lights focus on improbably large cabbages the size of 

heads, mangoes in reds and yellows, green oranges and luxuriant leaves. 

Competing CD kiosks, piled high, advertise loudly beside dirty white ducks 

floating in a large yellow plastic bath. At maximum obstruction a high flat cart 

lies piled high with Red Sea conical dried sponges pleading to be bought.  
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Mustafa’s guide waits on the dirt road to Mustafa’s house, an ancient road 

widened for modern needs. We pass tuk tuks, the local taxi driven at erratic 

speed by young children, trotting laden donkeys and pedestrians in dark 

clothing overflowing the road edge. An on-coming lorry speeds by with yet 

more cabbages for market squeezing us to the edge of the roadside. It was 

easy to see how a slip and a lorry could so easily end a life.  

 

The headlights pick out fields of industrious neat lines of green plants and 

black soil. I know each field is bounded by trenches bringing water, in 

measured time, to each thirsty root. A slower wider spaced life. But can there 

be easeful rest in those rush-built huts beside, watching uncertain hopes 

growing into green bundles carried to distant markets?  

 

We reach the village. Life on these hot days is lived on the open streets here; 

housewives chat in doorways, men gossip over teas. The darkness crowded 

out by sparse streetlights, their haloed orange discs hung on fragile cables 

strung across the dust swirling busy road. The light does not spread 

generously, and everything shares the same space. 

 

Our car stops at the narrow lane beside Mustafa's house. Carefully chosen 

words of comfort from the Quran stream from cracked speakers into the hot 

evening fug and perhaps give some succor to those there. A few murmured 

words – what can you say? – to stoic, dazed Mustafa, then past the men-lined 

alley of muted seated silence into the house. Women sit everywhere. I’m 

offered hot sweet tea and a seat on the matrimonial bed shared by many 

others. Sarah sits on the floor making tea for everyone looking indescribably 

sad.  I mention that Adil had often come to my garden with his dad and how 

much I will miss his sweet serious smile: “It’s God’s will,” she says. 

“Everything is God’s Will and by that Will perhaps I will have another.”   

 

 


